
NextGenUrban.com
Providing Hassle-Free Sustainable Lifestyles

With a Market Solution for Sustainable Urban Growth

NextGenUrban is an international real estate
development company satisfying unmet consumer demand
for sustainable lifestyles by delivering Sustainable Lifestyle
Communities. Combining master planned communities with
proprietary cleantech infrastructure produces sustainable,
zero-waste, carbon neutral neighborhoods that liberate
residents from the global supply chain for their most critical
resources of water, energy, food, fuel and digital connectivity.

About Us

NextGenUrban is a team of experienced developers and
sustainable infrastructure innovators brought together for
their highly specialized talents, expertise and experience to
form an efficient and highly productive development team
well equipped to deliver the next generation of urban growth.

An L.A. Story

NextGenUrban was born of a Los Angeles heritage dating
back to 1905 and a family tradition in the construction and
steel fabricating business that began with the famous
Llewellyn Iron Works. A name reminiscent of the early years
of building the great city of Los Angeles, Llewellyn steel
company was at the center of building L.A.s most historically
significant structures. Iconic buildings like City Hall (1928),
Avalon Casino (1929), Union Station (1939), Third Street
Promenade in Santa Monica, and many other commercial
projects throughout the city. Subsequent generations



expanded the real estate operations into Orange County
(1950’s) with joint ventures and partnerships with other early
California developers who executed projects that defined the
industries most innovative and popular projects. The tradition
continues today with international projects at the cutting edge
real estate development.
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NextGenUrban Is Creating
The World’s First Real Estate Portfolio Branded As

"Sustainable Lifestyle Communities"

The team has embarked on the creation of the world's first
real estate portfolio branded as "Sustainable Lifestyle
Communities". With interests in seven master planned
communities covering nearly 5,000 acres that will eventually
contain tens of thousands of homes, commercial centers, and
light industry - all underpinned by our proprietary cleantech
infrastructure that creates turn-key sustainable lifestyles for
all our residents and visitors.

Contact: Vince Carter
vince@NextGenUrban.com

(310) 341-9560


